If you’re looking to consolidate or replace your existing encoders, let us help. We’ll do the work for you. We can easily cross-reference almost any competitor’s encoder to an EPC encoder.

Follow the steps below to get us the information we need to find the best drop-in replacements for your application.

1. Take a picture
   Take a clear picture of the encoder and its label, or acquire a complete part number.

2. Send it to us
   Email the photo to sales@encoder.com. Alternatively, send us a datasheet or other encoder documentation you have.

3. Stand by
   We compare the competitor’s data with our own and generate a custom replacement EPC part number.

4. Get your encoder
   You’ll receive the EPC part number with datasheets to review with your customer.

**Commonly Cross-Referenced Brands**

- Allen-Bradley
- Automation Direct
- Avtron
- Balluff
- Baumer
- BEI
- CMC DataTech
- DRC
- Dynapar
- Danaher
- Eltra
- Encoder Technologies
- Fork Standards
- Heidenhain
- Hengstler
- Hohner
- Hubner
- IVO Gmbh
- Koyo Automation
- Kubler Direct
- Northstar/Lakeshore
- Leine & Linde
- Lenord & Bauer
- Lenze
- Lika
- Omron IDM
- QDI
- Renco
- Sick
- Siko
- Stegmann
- Sumtak
- Tamagawa
- Tekel
- TR Electronics
- Turck
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Get the Accu-Coder® Advantage

Innovation in Motion Feedback since 1969
Encoder Products Company, Inc. (EPC) is a leading designer and world-wide manufacturer of motion sensing devices. Founded in 1969 by William Watt, EPC began operations with a small line of custom encoders. Our core philosophy is that each and every customer deserves quality products, superior customer service, and expert support.

Quality Products
At EPC, quality is designed into every product. As the global producer of Accu-Coder®, Accu-CoderPro® and Tru-Trac® brand encoders, each model is developed, manufactured, and fully tested against EPC’s exacting quality standards. EPC is ISO 9001:2015 certified, RoHS, and WEEE compliant.

Outstanding Value
All of our products come with a competitive price tag and an industry-leading 3-year warranty* but we routinely hear from customers who are replacing EPC encoders that are decades old.

*For products with a high-operating-temperature option, warranty is two years.

Custom Encoders Are Our Specialty
Through years of experience, we understand each industrial environment is different; you need a custom encoder that fits your specific situation. Our online 3D configuration tool allows you to configure and download the exact encoder specs for your application.

Fast Lead Times
EPC is known for fast lead times. We can produce your custom encoders faster than most suppliers’ standard products. We even offer same-day expedite service on many models.

Exceptional Customer Service
Our Customer Service Department is available Monday through Friday, 5:00 am - 4:30 pm PST. We have engineers and encoder experts available to answer your toughest, most technical questions.
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